Cloning, expression and functional characterization of chicken CCR6 and its ligand CCL20.
Chemokines are key molecules that drive migration of lymphoid and myeloid cells toward organs in basal as well as inflammatory conditions. By recruiting immature dendritic cells to the mucosal surfaces, CCL20 acts in the very early events leading to the development of a specific immune response. In order to characterize dendritic cells in birds and better understand their role in the initiation of immune responses against pathogens of economic as well as human health relevance, we have cloned and expressed chicken CCL20 (chCCL20) and its specific receptor chCCR6. chCCL20 has 51% identity (60% similarity) with human CCL20, while the chicken receptor and its human counterpart display nearly 55% identity (and up to 70% similarity). chCCL20 and its specific receptor chCCR6 mRNAs are mainly expressed in bone marrow, secondary lymphoid organs and in the mucosal surfaces, in particular lungs and intestine. Both receptor and chemokine are functionally active when expressed as genuine or tagged proteins in mammalian expression systems, that is chCCR6 is mainly located at the cell surface within lipid rafts like its human counterpart. And secondly, both human and chicken chemokines were able to drive the migration of either chicken or human CCR6-transfected cells.